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Seen & Heard
ounch:.
MURRAY

Bayh,
d , N.,• 4

High Wind Causes Some
Damage West Of Hazel;
Home Hit, Trees Downed

What le that indefinable quality
known as personaJity?

•&
1111..0
11,

Yea Ise someone who is dull visaged. ledeas, apathetic, then you
meet someone who seems to have
an dectric charge emansting frum
them Their eyes operas. Interest
ana excitement seems to itilMD Out
at you A lot of this h personaiity.

igoroos new
pa., inserted
ecord as the
publican. It
inistration t our friends
play Unita!
gulf course
ind fonwardimis court!"

14

Visit LBL Friday

This is pmbabay • good reason a
perwan should culla:vete an Irteres 40 several arms The more
things he knows about, the more
things he ts intereated In and
hareems ttie more things he can
balk abod.

Interest In pee is probably a
must too, If • person mead lave
a top penorehte.
--There Is hardly anything that
makes • man feel better than for
16 an egtmotive lady to inquire as
to his health

acing mot on
bopped for the
th lab Street.
at Into South
car was struck
t by the 1962
r owned by VIrmay Route Six
7 Frances Dnae Two. that was
uth 12th feereet.
tom H E. Wenn

ILBJ Committee Will

Coming to work yesterdaY we
spotted • Red Wing Blackbird
sitting on a fence post

The limas ef Mr. and Mrs. ands Assdereett west of Hasel
was went Id by de high wade which streak Mettle
after 3.00
P-. yesterday. The reel was ripped away and a large tree was

Wind Is Discriminating As It
Picks And Chooses Targets

Our Pertalda Is blooming The
By Lae Smith
one we pot in the bop of
favorite aturnp h blooming and
Perhaps you del be intended
another one we put in a late In some of the awesome result*
of the tornado which touched
(Ceatieraed Os Pare illx)
Own has west of Haase at 3:16
pist Mondey Our adention was
damn to a number of wetred and
unaiglianiaile eights which normally would not be mentioned in
a news story.

raker car WINS
eid to the Britright front, dike report.

Wins First
In Field Day

It gas as if • giant hand had
year Ira eyed
partiouhr Piens and rejecting
others teeth the dlartninetang eye
of an inspecting medalist A finger readied at and lifted a well
house from fts foundatkon, earned it across the roar!. chanted
Its mind mid brought It back and
acettered a over a plot of ground
near as original Ate This was
on the property of Mr R J Drtver A mash shed or butkling was
aim destroyed here. Under this
building wee the home of a mother Pink and five irdants who
appeared to be a* a few hours
old.

The
Calloway °aunty
Bleb
Salami Pulliam Farmers of America Otagiteff entered newel events
at ate Agriculture Club
Dal
heki at Murray State University
on Mao
The Odlowley Chapter won first
piece in over-aR points The chapter also won the general livestock
arid tobacco Judging contain Boys
participating In general livestock
Judging
were Kenneth
Greer,
Steve Oadiran. and Phil Houiden.
The next step was the home of
Members at de tobacco judging Claude and Jewel Anderson, dirteam were Steve lex, Clarence eatty across the road from the
(Centisteed Os, Page Six)
Driver home The Anderson home

mood

:RI

Open House,Exhibit,Will
Be Held By Murray Art Guild

ID 3RD

An open house mil be held on the earner of Main and Fourth
Sunday. May 7, by the Murray garotte.
Art Child from 2 00 to 6 00 pm
Paintings by local artists will be
The Odd le kinated an the
on eachiblit during the open house
second tkor of the building orThe public Is extended an In•
by Douglas Hardware, at
vitation to Wend the open house
and to view the exhibit
The Guild is • non-profit ores:ligation ohlich Is designed to
provide an outlet for thaw persons who are interested in drawing. painting and dretching.
The weekly story hour will be held
Several local people were inWedneschry from three to four p m strumental in thrming the Child
at the Murray-Calloway County Li- Mrs. A. Carman. Mr and Mrs
brary
Oene Ciondenen. Mrs Cleseies MtIMembers of the Alpha Omicron men. Mn H Ed Ohre/men, Mrs
Pi sorority will be in charge of the K 1' Crawford, Mrs WIlliam
activities for the hour Children of Harvey were among the first ones
Mrs Paul
all area are invited to attend
in the orgentanion
Hese and others were in the that
meetings of the croup
Mrs. Chrisman add den the
Clued was formed in order be give
people, who like to paint for fun
and rehmetton. an optortesitY to
imint together. to exchange ideas,
Went Kentucky — Pair and cool and to provide a CatilittOn meettide aekenoon and cher and cool- ing ground for those people who
er tonight Wedneerlite feir and would like to develop a talent or
warmer illight chance of fed in deaire for painting
de north potion tonight High
Those who would the to join
Ibb siterreon 64-72. wends north- the Murray Art Oudi, may do so
eery 10-16 miles per hour, low to- at the open house A person can
night 36-46. heti Weineettleo 66- be an waive member with voting
74. Outlook for Thurecley — Part- privileges, or he can be a patron
la cloudy and mild.
member. A patron member does
not have voting privileges. Mgt he
Kentucky lake- 7 ant 3691. up can attend various funotions at
0 2, below dam 307 1, down 0 'I. no diem and will rece4ve a disBarkley Lake: 369.0, up 0.1; be- count on • any ptuennee made
low dent 3130. down 1.0.
Wiliam Harvey Pointed
Mot
Sunder 500; aurae 6:48.
out that there are Many people
Moon rags 2:12 am.
who :Ike to paint or draw, but

Weekly Story Hour
To Be On Wednesday

6

WEATHER REPORT

gin!

▪
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I('ontinued On Page Six)

uprooted by the winds. ri
knocked dow-n.

columns for the porch were
Staff Phote by Ed Collie

Will E. Wade Named
To Newly Created
Position At Missouri

Thieves Nearly Burn
Way Into Vault

Will E Wade had been appointwen Id with a vengance, recede- ed to a newly created positlon as
lie de race eatenceve *image of I a Oonirmmaty Deveopment Agent
tat ageteon. The roof was pluck- for the University of Miteoun
ed di aid scattered In alt direct- In that opacity Wade will be •
ions Windows were broken, wea- staff member of the University
ther bantam ripped horn the Wide Extension Division seigth a
house, and even to the foundat- dual alignment to the Regional
ion, mediate of the wrenching end and (heignunfty Affairs Departtwisting any were risible
ment on the Columbia campus
In Ms upper story of the AndMr Wade will undergo three
emon home Mrs Anderson's do- mooths of onentatson and trainthis were stored In a dont tee- ing on demos axed at various
Hist Ada • See lbstaan
the elest The room ema not centers around the gate beeore
The "tanager" daft recetveng a definite usignment
readied hoick removed the total the recently coreatod operation
contents of tee wardmbe, brought
'The new agent formerly served
than through • smell window and Bethel Collete Hoptinselle, Kencarried than with it, heading tucky, as &redo
' r of pubic dietnorth Satisfied dth the tune, Ions and adruenions.
t reached loan and picked up
For the past year, the eltscairo
a /arse tree in the front yard(Mo.)o
ha beset principal of Molder. f
and literelly tweeted it from the
fierdor High'*to! Preground
A neat hole remained viously. he served as principal for
where the tree preslousey stood. Ohnetiert County Kentucky Schwa
Moving around the house In a at Pembroke Wade, a.lso taught In
circle. It splintered some trees.
iCentieued On Page SW
left Otters untouched, except to
Miss Ada Sue Hutaon. daughter
deposit a large strm of aluminum
W and Mrs. D611 Hutson, was
ng. boards, and parts of furinstalieci as preside-rat of the Murniture in their branches. After
ray Irish School Situdent Council
e-reeking havoc on mine shrubbery
this morning hi assembiy exercisand outbuildings It moved on as
as
If in nerd of a new toy.
The Ilettscdin Men and the
A,da Sue has been very active
The storm moved over a held Woman's alocimy of Christian
In many phases of school Me.
and left a rentrider of its visit Service of
the Bethel, Brooks She Is
news editor of the Black
to Mason and Steg Wagon. Only
Chigiel, and Independence Me- and
Odd newspaper, a member
a few twigs and branches were
ttedlet Churches will meet Thumthe Junior play cast. Tri-111-Y,
mattered in their yard as it had day, May 4. at 7.20 pm, at
the Speech Rub
Sad has served on
demon a garage located behind Independence Church.
the Council.
the house There was a car and
Al members are urged to at• nunber d lone stored in the
tend and an invitation is extendRetiring President Thereat Resig
garage
Itts
whim/bid
hand ed to fil visitors.
introducevi thin year's Council as
reached down and removed the
-- —
well as the newly-elected Council
garage from Its foundation and
before presenting the gavel to
proceeded to ender the debris
Ads Sue.
In all directeons Neither the car
nor the oontenta of the garage
Daie Nanny presided at the exwere touched
Two fine black
ercises Jeanie Diuguld gave the
and ben hounds were boated a
devotional and Lloyd Weatherly
few fed from the garage They
led the Pledge of Allegiance to
Ted Howard, eon-in-law of Mr
were unharmed and wholly unthe P.
aware of their mintodous escape and Mrs. S V. Foy of MOMy.
has
Joined
the
persoruid
of
the
Inakainment was provided by
from the "grim reaper.
Eactennon Service here In Mur- Kaye Haie, David McKee and
A woo large crowd had tetherray He began hie work here on Steve Howard.
ed with pre arriving continuouaty. Ibis was the mon subdued M-ratav. May 1
Ada Sue asked the support of
Howard's offload- title Is Area
conareggion I've whammed since
Dairy Spe-isSist, but he will be the student. body as the nevi
the tornado struck neer Ktrkeey
Council assumed tes duties. She
and Banat on liderdt 4. 1964 For carrying on the normal functicda
told the nucleate they had "many
a few luaus at Pit, a large normally assumed by the County new projects
as well as tine of
number of people stood In awe Agent in the pan.
Mr. Howard said he would be the older projects to carry out
and wonder at the devaatating
happy to talk with at the peo- and that we wilt wort hard to
hard of the dements.
do this job."
If there are people in the; world ple of the city and county and
who RKALLY believe that CK/D to try to help them in any way
Other officers Inetared Mcludis dead — or atheists who hottest- in their problems around the home Cd: Vice-President, Kathy Row-

1$11-1S Student
council
Names
ficers Today

Church Groups Will
Meet On Thursday

of

Ted Howard Joins

Personnel Of Local
Extension Service

ink there is no Clod — Ml
we on say is, they have never
(crowed a tornsdlo. Find a perion near Hazel who MR say anyotter than clod could have
glared No many people. Man ln
an Ms pomp and teary is indeed
Intenitealmel I

(Continued On Tare Six)

by United Press International
Gagliatorial ootnbatlas dated in
Hornet Coliseum until 401 A.D.
- -BIGGER 'WIND'

HOLLYWOOD lie -. "Gone With
The Wind has been expanded from
35 mm film to 70 mm big screen
process for re-release this fall.

Ted Howard

HENRY, Term
— The Federal Bureau of Investigation today led a search for would-be
burglars who needy burned their
way into a bank vault
Oillicids of the Henry Branch
of the commetocad Bank and That
Co Bank of Paris discovered the
torch...burned hole in vault door
Monday.
The adorn% was a failure and
the thieves l
behind two presawned tanks of pa for the torch,
a sledge hammer and a croatair
In their fight

No Calls Received
By Fire Department
The Murray Fire Department
hos had a quiet week with no
calla being received since Suzy.
April 23, when they were called
to the hone at 512 South 13th
threat.
The house hod been struck by
lightrgng at 11:26 am, during an
**onkel Storm, but no fire occurred. The firemen were called
to the scene inter Lightning struck
the televidon antenna breaking
the boards where the antenna
comes into the house. MI fuses
were blown out and water was
down out of the sant by the
force of the lightning, Fire Chief
rant Robertson mid.
CALL

FOR BRIDGE
--Mernbers of the Oaks Club planning to play bridge at the ladies
day on Wednesday are asked to
call Freda Booterworth, bridge
hostess, at 763-1293 The phone
number was Weed incorrectly in
Monday's newspaper.

Faculty ismeasors of the Student
Council are Mrs. Frank Fitch and
Welhen T. Mitre

1
a

'

A car and school bin collision
occurred yesterday at 3:18 pm
at the intersection of lath and
Main Streets, according to the
report made by the invegigating
officers of the Murray Police Department. No inJUrie8 were re-

High winch struck wed of Hesel
Yesterday afternoon causing' some
property damage. No injuries were
repotted however
R. J Driver told a Lecher and
Times reporter that he was in
the house when he heard a loud
noise and went otrt on his front
porch to see what it was He
said did he thought that it was
an airiphine. -AS he reached his
front eorch hie- chicken Mitre exploded in a somai finitel clod
which he reported es seeing.
He quickly retreated into the
house. The winds Anil* his well
house moving it off of the Inundation and patine it over on its
The well house was meetly
BAP
intact and landed against the
bumper of has %camp truok, which
was undamaged.

Robert H Lee of Hazel was the
driver of the 1963 Chevrolet bus
from Calloway County High School
that collided with the 1861 Ford
tour door owned by Flora M. "inttwin and being driven by John A.
Bragain of Murray Route Slit.
Mr. Driver mad he watched as
Damege was reported to the right
the winds battered the horoe of
(fantasied On Page Slx)
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson.
Medea were torn from the roof,
supporting columns on the porch
torn away and parts a the roof
were ripped pay, A - hrite tree
In the front yard erso uprooted
and thimen setainat the front
perch.
Same Mingles were reported

Executive
Board Of Club
Meets Monday

The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
final meetne of the this year at
the clubhotue an Monday This
War a &Wendy enjoyable meetMg because of sit the good news
about awamh and citations won try
the Club it the
convention
Thew Wending the convention
tram Murray were
Mrs David
(Iowans. Mrs Henry MeRerizte.
Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs. Bethel
Richardson, Mrs
George Hart,
Mrs J. I. Hoeick, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, and Mrs Harlan Hodges.
The following awards were presented Do the Murray Woman's
Club:
Shell Oil Company award for
outebantling achievement in education. This curries with it a
$500.00 award to be used for
achoinshipa. Thin is the biggest

xrwc

torn from another home in tie
area. The winds apparently lifted
into the Mr from that point on
with no other damage reported
As the chicken hone of Mr.
Drivert was blown down, the
chickens were nearly drowned as
they were bittern up a drainage
ditch Shed wiles eater. They were
picked up after the windstorm
told given some attention in an
effort to revive demi.
The high wads came after several delis of bluitery weather in
which Wed Kenturky was deBA a posnewO
*mated several
sible beiallion for tornadoes At
least two "tornado alert" warnings were betted over the pot
ten days, lug in oat raise, nothing occurred.
The Mott wind near laurel were
accempareed by a drenching downpour. The aunty has been buffeted for several clays by guilty
*.hundwinch which accampo•
erstorms.

(Onitiased On Page SO)

R. J. Driver stands beside the foundaUon on which his well house stood just before high winds
tumbled it off to one side The well house is directly behind Mr. Driver, upside down. It same
to rest &insert the pickup at the right. The well bucket at the left of the well, was undisturbed
by the wind.
•
Staff Photo by Ed Collie

a
womme•••••-•

None Hurt As
Car And Bus
In Collision

lett, daugMer of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Rowlett; Secretary, Beverly Herndon, daurhter of Mr. and
Mrs Earl Heopoon. and Tremolo
er, Cathy Converse. daughter of
113r and M. J. M Converse
Newly-eloped class representatives were door, Kaye Beaman.
Sam Nance, David Wall arid
1 wenherbo Junior. Debbie
1/10,
Luther. Jennifer Trotter, Steve
I Knight and Dale Nanny, mophomore. Kathy Crider, Rita Harris
Kern Bratle atai Buz Witham.
freshman, Ruth Titsworth. Amy
Wilton, Mike Boyd and lionalc
Shernwell; gth grade. Leah Fulton. Ann Thurman, Monty Cathey
and Herb Temeneer

NOW YOU KNOW

The President's Clitisene Advisory Committee'on Recreation and
Natural Beauty. headed by Laurance Rookefaer,
visit the
Lazed Between the lakes this
week.
The group will arrive on Thursday and will stay at Kentucky
Darn VrEage Lodge and will make
the tour of the LalL on Friday.
They plan to return to their
homes on S.uturclay.
k A guest of the ounreittee will
be Mrs. Lyndon Johnson's press
secretary Mrs Minded' Carpenter.

Home Of Mr. And Mrs.Claude
Anderson Is The Hardest Hit

api

enenemsesionernienn..
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Coosolidauca of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and Tin
ransa-Hanalk Lictobar 10. Ma and tee West Kantackten, Januar,
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lee rewrap 0.raps so reSset ssa AdowdOwS. 141601w soRio ROW
laisklas Wass loos Whisk in sue eighean. ate ast far Pe bast In
area of our realms.

and all the club activities
Steve is UM aonael Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jackson. Mr.
Jackson is the current president of the Hickman County club.
Stevie is also a member, in gopd standing, of the nekinan
club.
In the picture, the youngster appears to be sleeping, only
because he WAS. These troopers had tramped the bilk; for
hours. At 2:30 a.m. Stevie was "walking by bralle", 00111AClotis
only of the safety of Kate. Notice how firmly he is holding
his partner and best friend?

.

,

Ilie Alimumac

„sad

•

•• Feathers,:

1Pollution
h pTOhiCM
From Boats

ESTEMIAL 111111MIEMEHTATIVES. WAIJACII WITMER CO, lam
by Tatted Trees letereatisaal
goalie= Ara. Memphis, TOM-. Time & Lies Bldg, Nan York, Id Y
INtilaaANCE QUESTIONS
Ude, is Tuesday. May 2, the
illiginottai Ski& Dutreet. Mieb1Pind day of 1957 wadi 243 to
Be
it
-fast
or
sun"
Lime, the situation remains the qame.
amend at Pe Pest Ofboa Murray. Senturdef, far tralmanallion
askew
Regardless of the natural or man-made changes, nothing
The Kentucky Department of InSecund Ckme Matter.
The moon is between As last
surance has begun a DOW service for
alters the fact - Monday insists on following Sunday.
102111011IPTioa RATES: Si Darner ID Morray. per week as. Per month quarter and new Mar
For the past several weeks we've been getting reports
the Doeins A doarlaunt mireThe isonsing mar is filers.
Pak In Caltoway mad edoining ammo% per year, MA& chewlimat sa
the unlawful and senseless shooting of 'coons, out of season. araleges wow Naha soder sags
The swung oars we Vosui.
The pa inn days these reports ant natilMing more numerous'at ememoises awns he Waft sod
'Tao Doeslemelag Ores Man ei • Onnameileg h
Jugeber.
Mors
sae os
samdaa saes to bear
Nem masa * heIllmsols and doggedly more
In PM ins
urgent. Up to thn point we don't see how sumelOis end uashisas ea inSam on this
bawl* of lb Illawmeasse
veil, arplikarlag be alsa
American sager-notor lens Onowe can afteetate the pilebeetn, other than to urge careless or seralies.
of TVA Mess br adist imam MsTUESDAY - MA12, 1967
by
comps hem Mats WM SUOMI thOughtkins hunters to consider the problem carefully.
On dna deg is lartlarrt A fele Incidents would Kliitiate a childish or spiteful act.
mossossa Maw
In Ada Predclent Andrew &na- anistielse
Sethe '0111112 have been stallithan tamed out in the open and
he.
as
ismailos
goods
of
mob
me ollisred a reward al DOAN
DM DENT
goassion an ameas. Left. If Kies is an act of detflabee, whom are you striking at?
for the mature cif Jefferson Davis. this time of
and
cenauoy
dabs
lila
awl
individuals
ing
palesm,
who
have
invested
the
Tann
praideot of the Confederacy.
bad far these animals would not willfully slaughter
Se EISTSID MUSS ilithamaTiowAt.
In MN, Adel( Mkt Molitibed irons me lbws were now lama
The Weeks el the Sandy ha. an
SAIGON - Ora. William C. Westmorela.nd, U.S. corn- lobar eatries
Oestmar man teas on Mina Wise; Ma than IOWliltperties Which do not pay their snare or help
there are moo ikon Mita pkas in Ito aussaniusin pitagfaihs, are hurting themselves, as well Omer acre. 41 Wele than 1.500 feet
wader Li Vietnam,confirming reports that tin Communists) sad ••• LIP • ••••••11•11 -1111•
"
1
In depth The Desalts is called the
some kala asussisms Ndtea, as the Wad spanamin wax* abide by the law.
are massing troops near the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) be- trent" to 'a3ntr°4 aLl "rker&
Grand Conran of the South It 15
housea.
allies
•
the
Ma
azumunaxl
•
In
•
I
A moriee's Larw•H Ssidwalsor
tween North and South Vietnam:
the Ate Of Erecka Internale Pam
unoonatiotal surrender of
the
Emu
halls& alba IOU be sa
The Twin Loam 9•Wahass4ers Club will have a hunt on
"There has been an iutensirication in the past several daps
Wig tramps in Daly aad soothers LAM. Mara is bias*
mai for flattwdeg night,lift" aft&
and I expect it will continue. I believe the Communist's-will and western Awerbs.
watemigiset ranassilenI.asesDoe% Wham we OH hare ouch MOW getting Calloway
•The Re.ot in Searles ... Beet of Gasoline"
make a concerted effort in that area "
In 1.9111. Caial Cheseenan. who iner. IMINMe assa assit easswasra
=
ri
to
attend.
We
are
ore
tie
eaglet
einae
oesgsbers
from
executton
eight
won
stays of
had
siren,
beia triamed .me use
County and Burna clunk
WASHINOTO&I - President Johnson acknowledging a seer a Mee =nation. died in the plan, imetedIng to Wafts bamemm.
Wile County will very likely be well reghweistad.
citizen's right to dissent against the administration's Vietnam San Quentin gas chamber
'IVA Piet= Drama Pseporthet
.u6* 1PU111 Jett . reataarani
Phone 163-9131
Haven't heard whether this one will be a Buddy Hunt or
A thought for the day - Oreeik manager.
-1
policy, but noting also the government's right to answer:
• - KA& 51sn'llISTON
not.
We'll
let
you
know
in
time
.
.
.
just
be
prepered
for
a
"For freedom of speech can never harm us-if we remem- lyric poet Polder once said: "Lonaction will be maned on
•
•
Iva olvit trairaisi,sts CHEST STAMPS
ger than deeds Meth the words." othelSIVA
ber that freedom of speech Is a two-way street."
Mos at WU 611 OM, good heat at the Twin Lakes club on May 201.h.
are
much
to peaceful at the Twin lakes clun,
Things
amble, he said
Building Permits
On barns Late. the magi'at figure it's about time to -rile up" a few people. The problem
WASHINGTON - Secretary John W. Gardner Of the Deeach beet or thaakag sometare on - for Noe not a hatetul thought comes to mind.(an't stand
partment of Health, EC/cation, Welfare reporting a government switch to development of a safer cigarette after a cam- I Ilhatienris permits issued durmg the satin that. i. a gasket 41 any too much of that. Ruin -our image" 'n all that rot!
month or Apra have been &rumen- kind mud have it equipped by
If the club allows everyone to choose their own hunting
pays to get Americans to give up smoking flopped:
tag
red
Kay. Cby
July 1 with a mule asietnesot area, junior will find no fault With the procedures. That'll
Doctors are smoking fewer cigarettes. This is our only elector. The total collected in bullddevice meeting State of Tennessee get Ted Atkins on the phdrie in a hurry! Except
* TODAY
for a couple
triumph so far."
og permits 111150usied to $445.00. susadards. TVA is team lids actof times, in the past seven mnths, they do this as a rule.
pennies
as
the
m- ion through as litod rains M the
Fellers mg are
They usually. say, "the deadline for reporting Is 2 &m (or
ale'
land to Mann boats and hash*
The Pulitzer
whatever). you're on your own". You May Cheat* mar favofamily
H J Bryan ounttnact 4261e
strameres are mewed_
'Prize
-Winning
deellin.i. K.Iritsoud Drive.
Tessarasse Illais-lallotion Con- rite limiting site. but retoember-"in" by the "aet-Alsae" or
ciMusical Comedy
Heel E Stalls. construct addition trol Seat rembalwas are mar you're disqualified, regardless of the score. This is the mos%
9166:1Roactin. It mboilot tor
iodI
Y:
t nH
weI
atiniuladit:g .„iervi
to.pr.ebtr
!stab to Mew thyself approved onto God. a workman that f,
Mat or neating honest and fair method we could ask for.
Soann & Wiison. construst one tarsus to lave a
Just turn Red and Mo loose and they'll be in with the
needeth not to be Ashamed. rightly dividing the word of
toilet sahout
family doellaw catalum Drive.
score. That did it! When you really want to put a fellow -in
appremil inamomeat data
truth. - II Tbarithy 2:15.
!bytes & McCuoton. coastruet one
arab Sierras desk masa is the hot seat" say something NICE Spout him in the Double
Gods Holy hputt helps the dingeot, careful reader to
DOUleyleMto.elMeeners Oa Ste TvA He'll never live it down, nor will we! Putl a sneaky or -hateunderstand His Kay Word
Den Oraran construct one family
regememest. Don epwators also ful" on him then everyone is sorry for him and he "gets off
dwelnag. Magma Drive
1111011411WMORIE
will ma imisenseasen an Me vipas light".
Dr A. H Deppenid. construct adNEM*Lee
Ota
&dm to residence budding 11011 in of moan whisk bass bees apIt pelaill
RUDY Yallitte
proved by the stale, sal where
Wand.
ILJEDGER. A TIOLIEs ILLS
Lessen Vaughn. construct porch they mee be pioultasse end &IBarman Ferguson and Gerald "Tejo' Raspberry, you are I
to realism building. MIS Maui nanimate services obtained.
now informed and invited to the Twin Lakes hunt Saturday I
The initial open house for Ralph IL Woods Hall. Murray
Brea
ads
1
cacti
boat
or
SUMStreet.
State Collefte's new remdence for girls, will be held on MothMean Olen. censtruct Departmer.t .nt m.o.* owner assauslos night, May 20th!! If you read the Fins 'n Featherieccaslonally
ers Day, May 12. from two to five p m
Blare Seedistg. South Inn street muorme service through one of you would know about the hunts. Very wine of you to tell the
Miss Louise Jones. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne Items Vela eonotnset addition the boai docks on Nome Lake boos Instead of junior, you would have attended the April
Jones, Is pictured as saw left Mackay April 21 for the beans be Caster Inmeentery &shod Meld- WYK gm the dock operator •*o- 15th hunt, only you didn't know about it. You know about
utlet Mitmaent shoeing thes hie thia one!
parade at -The World's Loaves( rish Fry" at Paris, Tenn. um. South 13th street.
Between
You're just afraid to take "Chief Bigmouth" up on the
Louise was sponsored by the Murray Chamber of Gammen* need. eiseiry. construct one fam- boat at agasseare eater 410 Si
souesped wit•esets-sporome ape dare, Mr. Ferguson You know if you take the "reins off" the
LOUISVILLE MEMPHIS, NASHVILLE and ST. LOMB
and rode in a 1957 Dodge convertible turnisited by Taylor ily Awning. Samelang Egad.
Rickman &-Notsmosithy. magnet at treatment detace properly in- Indian and his partner, you'll
Motor&
be forced to come up with some
and
one Imo* dwellegt. lborsood Dom •
or .ait has 00 wan
i"tall excuses". Good mornin' jadge. Never mind the • ,..ick
Announcement has been made of the marriage of Miss
Murray. Benton. Haler Calvert (Ay, Mayfield, frulton
•
sf any kind Duck operators
coffee, we wont' be around to need it!
Patricia Hall. daughter of Mr. and Mrs Bill Hail of Ledbetter. Lamer Wormiest. amistruct
hAee copes of this ceruflattice
Before Bill Elberton gets the (AI to boiling and -picks the
to Gerald Jeffrey, son of Mrs. Glenn McKinney of Murray • trons. lilt wawa Wrest.
form
geese, consider one self defense plea. You didn't hear how
and Harry Jeffrey of Ledbetter
Owners of bests or flostnei
they threatened "ole sweetness and light". You didn't hear '
Phillip D Mitchell hes Joined the office staff of the Tuckstructures moored outside estakiLouisville ____ 584-2446 ' Memphis
er Real Istale Agency. according to Hiram Tucker, Realtor
525-1416
lothed heaters will be required to the boss volunteer to aid them in this "Mr 'n feather" deal
•
•
•
Nashville
266-6007
St Louis
make the some lope of installat(E1-3275
ion and assal
They can
Murray __
753-1717
obtain atoeniatiam about tar stateWHEN
'
S YOUR BIRTHDAY?
44- - Tar same cater( ewes ▪pproved topes eiskorkses bun a
INTERLINE TO MOST POINTS IN UNITED STATES
that 1. 1•Ihdiar bems as censiderei dock operator. or by writing Waifull tune Is ties ownered Sail untie ter .1 Amnia. Tennessee Valley
by the VA?
Authority Box 1236, Morrison"
A.- The mw swum a salmon= Tennessee certillicanon forms in.ty
at 14 semaster hours of undergrad- se obtained from the Ma-rowan
uate work during the render m- artier, and mast be completed arid
ossier at ceder far a veteran to *Nursed to trot offi.cr by July 1.
qualify for full tame educational asOwners of rowboats arid small
ustance allowance.
mien boats winch obvicoma coak!
Q
Will the Veterans Admin- not be equippetrowIth a
toilet unIf you were born under the Sign of
.stratim me het sorreepeadenn it ink not be
required to furnish
AQUARIUS (Jan 21-Feb. 19)
course taken eseeurrently with a doe
candied, sintement. Arranta
NOW SERVING . . .
regidenee aseeser
YOU'RE THE TYPE who is kindsaid.
A.
-The
VA
cannot
authorise
hearted, helpful, gentle. You're quick to
--payroses for•corresponglenc e course
Fresh Catfish
learn. have an unusual uriderstanding of
TVA is Martins the annual fillwink payments Ter a residence
ing
Charcoal Broiled T-Bone
of
its
htunan nature anal are always equal to
nine
If
nr
R,ver
...roe are beteg made
c rv .1tuation!
Q - A eeterals bas ten amend- num irtrenen rmerroes to turnBroasted Chicken
ed for • semester because of low over -fall poor water atria
RED CROSS NEEDS YOUR TYPE.
•
FiLng of Wheeler and Pickwick
AIM) SHORT ORDERS
grades Whet action should he take
GIVE BLOOD
!nestling Lakes Is new in prcareas.
Open 11 to 9 Week Days - 9 to 9 on Weekends
to eider is sissaber fertber
- Rs asadi retemet•'-"g?A. mmiel- Pickwick is scheduled to be fiLed
Closed Mondays
he agpsiMaimia with•VA Osemee- by sbcut April 5 and Wheeler by
ter. wove abtormal miemmemel Meta April 111.
Bring the Family for a Eft-Arty Meal
lan Lorarkua. Watts Dar, ChickMelte Jackson and -Kate"
atiosssise ass be sallusiod.he
eaminer Mille Wee toet41111.7 .ro.taa, }nice Dar, owaterwrine.
WATER-EDGE VIEW
Steve and "Kate" are each approximately nine years of
efgre. he UMW Porease or a seer and Was= Reservoirs will start
age.
The;e
two
'sooners
"take a back seat to no one". They
!Ming
out Ap:.: 1, with the
Register This Weekend for
Q. - A whim hes had OOP fil:Ing to be completed by about have won twenty or more trophies ircsattes. etc.) In all the
Mow aff peers= lobs be dmile- April 111 unless variations are nec- 'crooning events. They have met and matched (or beaten)
2 FISH DINNERS at OUR EXPENSE
ag gam agfene to • sucestemil essary because cf weather
czindit- some orthe "stiffest competition" you will ever see. Stevie
ellimeJ Me aunts to Enloe a aeon Itns or special requirements.I
and,Kate enter- and Very often win -- the big U.K.C. events
asamas. is ads pasmeanat
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A Bible Thought For Today

Ten Years Ago Today
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OVERNIGHT SERVICE

Paschall Truck Lines,inc.
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HENRY WARD
The Promise Keeper
Even his adversaries - and a man is bound to
have a tow - say that Henry Ward does what he
says he's going to do. He talks straight, and he
Of
,-a,tively. Kentuckians want a governor who
delivers what he promises. That's Henry Ward.
Pad for *114melet-luses fer Rare, rester Oelormee,

HENRY WARD
Sound Builder for Kentucky
FOR GOVERNOR

Minoan,'abort Com, Tremor, Menton

Meet, Ineisrdlo.

•
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the Hickman
10013/11X. Only
the hilla for
le'', 001WidoUs
le is holding

INCXNNATI — Dave Bristol,
In cinnati's freshman pilot, shift& constant thaw of tobacco from
es ide of his mouth to the other.
was relating what he told the
ds before the baseball season be-

•

'Boys," he said, "baseball is a
C where you gotta have fun.
U do that by winning. so
let'
s
ve fun. One more thing. I want
erVo4 to be ready at all times
cause I intend to use as many of
u as often as I can."
This was no impassioned pep talk
33-year-old Bristol made to hie
Yen. He merely assembled them
tize clubhouse and told them
he expected.

MG
IARD

Bristol himself Is a little amazed
at what has happsned so far
He converted Me,' Queen from an
outfielder to a pittsher and the 25year-old right-hande r has won three
games without a dt feat, including
a 6-0 shutout over San Francisco.
Queen's ERA is 1.56.
Bristol has shown the ability to
Baseball would be fun for any
keep his players relaxed, on and off
manager with this kid of pitching
the field. He has been able to juggle his talent adroitly and has been
almost uncanny in the handling of
the pitchers.
"I am happy about such a good
start," Bristol said of the Reds'
15 victories against only five defeats. But he added quickly, -This
by no means is a season, but just
By United Press International
a fine start.
Saturday
"I attribute it to real good WWII'
f
MONTREAL est — '
- oronto deMg.
feated Montreal 4-1 to take a three
"We're not going to let down. game to tao lead in the Stanley
We're not worrying about tomorrow Cup hockey finals.
but only today."
PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad 4.71) -The pitchers have compiled a fan- The United States clinched as
tastic 2.11 earned run average for American Zone
Davis Cup tennis sethe first 20 games—and that has
ries with the Caribbean when Clara
been with little help from Jim MaGraebner and Marty Rieseen teamloney. the ace of the mound gaff.
ed for • doubles victory
Maloney won on opening day and
has since pitched only three innLOUISVILLE tre — Ruken won
ings because of arm trouble.
the Stepping Stone purse at Chur-

•

Saints& Cigar

It's obvious the Reds are having
Picked to finish in the second
via', they now have a firm grip
first Place in the National L,eaga 34 game lead over Pittsburgh.

Weekend Sports
Summary

chill Downs, one of the final /preps
fer the May 6 Kentucky Derby.

tem

NEW YORK 1.7.1) — Moontrip. a
43 to 1 shot won the $83,700 Grey
lag Handicap at Aqueduct when advocator finished first and was disqualified.

IVICE
3 ski',
•

Woody Held's Racers To Host Ten Golf Teams
Grand Slammer May 4-6 In Tourney At Village
Wins Game
I

ave Bristol Tells Team,
Fun Comes Through Winning"

Jackson. Mr,
County Club.

•'

DXS MOINES, Iowa tree — Jim
Rsrun ran his mile specialty in the
Drake, relays in a time of 3:56.6
to anchor a University of Kansas
distance medly team that set a
world record of 433.8 for 2% miles.

Showing
m. Daliy

)AY*

hdltzer
Wisasalug
d Comedy

CERAMIC TILE
See Us For Ceramic Tile Work, also'•
Marble, Slate, Quarry Tile
PORCHES - PATIOS - BATHS

Clites
SM

Mirrors, Tub Enclosures and
Shower Doors

rimmitz
_ ,o

—

FREE ESTIMATE

—

IMP

ALL CEMENT WORK GUARANTEED

(ICE

Hamilton Tile Service

Sunday
BALTIMORE. Md. ITS — The Detroit Tigers beat the Baltimore Orioles 2-1 without benefit of a hit
Steve Barber pitched 8 2-3 innings
of hitiesa ball and was yauriked in
favor of Stu Miller
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. gel — Juan
Juan Chi Chi Rodriguez won the
Dallas Open with a Tr, one stroke
better than Bob Goalby and Bob
Charles
BUCHAREST, Romania i'Lle —
Romania swept the final two singles matches from Belgium to win
their European Zone Davis Cup tennis series 4-1
INDIAPOLIS, Ind
-- Rook leis Chris Amon and George Snider
bettered 155 miles an hour in practice sessions for the May 30 claisic
500-mile auto race

T. LOUIS
Telephone 753-4316

4, Fulton

;, inc.

OIN

525-1416
YE -3275

wals

STATES

'
MEMBERSHIP BADGE!
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE!
BIRTHDAY DINNERS FOR ALL MEMBERS!

Mota 3 Runs,
Clemente Two
Spark Win
ST LOUIS — Marry Mote drove
in three runs and Roberto Clemente
two Monday night as the Pittsburgh Pirates *tipped St Louis
8-5 for their fifth straight victory.
St Louis now has lost four straight
after winning nine of Its first 12
games.
Mott singled home two runs In
the Pirates' four-run uprising in
the third inning and added a sscriftce fly in the ninth inning He
also singled and scored on OlemenLe's homer in the fifth
Clemente stroked two other hits,
both singles, as the Pirates exploded for 13 hits
Billy O'Dell allowed the Cardinals
Just four hits—one of them Alex
Johnson's first-Inning homer — but
was relieved by Pete Mikkelsen after running into control trouble in
the eighth
Al Jackson. who pitched a onehitter In his last start, left In the
third after Mote's single, the fifth
hit in the Inning.

Murray State University will be
host to 10 golf teams at its inviteaortal tournament at
Kentucky
CLEVELAND — Pinch - hitter) Dam's Village Greens Golf Cotuse
League
National
Woody Held slammed a three-run May 4-6.
_
w. L. Pct. GB homer in the eighth inning as Bal'750 —
15 5
Cincinnati
timore came from five runs behind I Teams that have accepted inviPittsburgh
a 5 .615 3% and defeated Cleveland 8-7 Mon- tatioris include Austin 'Fray, Matem Kentucky, University of Louis571
4
6
Chicago
day night.
563 4
9
7
St. Louis
Held was the third part of strat- ville, Illinois State, Southwest Mis•
Illinois, Middle
563
4
9 '7
Atlanta
egy duel between Orioles' Manager sour!, Southern
500 5
8 8
Philadelphia
Hank Bauer and Cleveland's Joe Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, Lin438 6
7 9
San Francisco
Adcock. The Indians led 7-5 at the coln University, and the University
of Missouri
7
315
6 10
Loa Angeles
time.
a 11 353 7% After Dave Johnson and Paul The 54-hole medal tournament all
New York
278 9
5 13
Houston
Blair opened the eighth with singles, consist of 18
holes Thursday, FriYesterday's Results
Bauer brought Russ Snyder up to day, and Saturday.
Pittsburgh 8, St. Louis 7
bat for Andy Etchebarren. With a
(Only game acheduled)
Murray won the first Murray
1-0 count on Snyder, Adcock reTeday's Probable Pitchers
placed pitcher George Culver with State Invitational last year and the
San Francisco, Perry 1-2 at New Bob Allen.
Racers' Larry Ringer won individYork, Fisher 1-2, night.
Held then came up to hit for ual medal. Eastern Kentucky was
Houston, Cuellar 1-2 at
Snyder and drove Alien's first pitch team runner-up Ringer will be back
L. Jackson 2-0, night.
over the right-center field wall.
Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Gsteen 3-0 at
Max Alvis drove in three runs for
Lemaster 1-i, night.
Cleveland. Including a homer that
Cincinnati. Maloney 1-0 at Ff started • five-run rally in the first.
Louis, Gibson 3-1, night.
The Orioles came back with three
in the second and single runs in
the sixth and seventh
Alvis' homer scored Vic DavaLillo
American League
In the first and his double, his third
W. L. Pct. GB
hit, brought home Lee Maye in the
10
6 .625 —
Detroit
sixth.
9 6 .600 %
New York
571
1
8 6
Boston
1
9
7 .563
Chicago
9
8 .529 1%
Baltimore
471
2%
8 9
California
467
2%
7
8
Washington
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind - A 156
7 9 .438 3
Cleveland
6
9
400
3% mile perhour speed limit for early
Kansas City
6 10
333 4% season practice was titled Monday
Minnesota
at the Indianapolis Motor SpeedYesterday's Results
way and three drivers zoomed over
Baltimore 8, Cleveland 7
160 in. p. h almost immediately.
New York at Minnesota, cold
The controversial f3TP gas turBoston at California, night
bine car, entered by Studebaker,
scheduled)
(Only games
was approved for track trials by the
Taday's Probable Pitchers
U S. Auto Club technical commitBoston. Fischer 1-1 at California, tee Parnelli Jones will drive the
Lopex 0-2, night
car Final inspection will be made
New York, Peterson 0-1 at Minne- after qualifying runs
sota. Chance 2-1, night
Dan Gurney, worldwide competiWashington. Richert 0-3 and Han- tor from Santa Ana. Call, toured
nan 0-0. at Kansas City. Kraus/se the course at 163 74 in one of his
0-3 and Hunter 2-1, 2, twi-nigtit. All-American Eagles.
Detroit, McLain 2-2 at Chicago,
Other fast runs in psactice for the
Peters 1-1, night.
500-mile race May 30 Included 162 Baltimore, McNally 1-0 at Cleve- 162 by Jimmy Clark of Scotland.
land. giant 0-1, night.
the 1966 winner, and 160.3 by Joe
Leonard, a former motorcycle champion from San Jose. Calif
ROLLINS OUT
Clark was driving a new LotusFord and Leonard a Coyote-leord
The Minnesota Twins Monday iota
Pedro Rodriguez of Mexico City.
third baseman Rich Rollins for 10 winner of the South African Grand.
days to two weeks with torn muscles Pen early this year, and Richey
In the area of his right knee.
()hither of Santa Ana, one of GuarRollins was injured Sunday at ney's teen/netts, completed familWashington. Manager Sam
Mete iarization runs over the Speedway
said rookie Ron Clark will replace and peeled the "rookie" stripes from
him.
their cars

GIVE A PINT OF SLOOD

is fabulous
Vkation,

FREE TRIPS
TO THE WORLD SERIES I

Grand prize! An all-expenses -paid luxury cruise
of the Bahamas for your party offour aboard
(plane fare
this 54-foot private yacht.including
to and from Miami! Other big prizes:
100

AWARDS

of free drycleaning for• year ($100 value)!

200 Rand McNally Imperial Atlases ($12.50 value)!

Sandone

Sweaters

pr0=0

So. 12th Street

Murray, Ky.

Pants

0n BOONE'S
o

S
romewH

MURRAY
=0=I0
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CASH AND CARRY OR DELIVERED

•

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
The Cleaner Interested In You

IT

'11116141,11"inorere&o.,-.

•

No slogans to write, no registration
. each Grand Slam Baseball game
piece tells you instantly if you've
won a trip for two. Each exciting
trip includes round trip air and
ground transportation, hotel accommodations5 all meals, tickets to three
games, and up to $10 per day incidental spending money. If you
can't take the trip, you'll receive
$500 in cash. Remember the more
visits you make to participating
Ashland stations, the more chances
you have to win!

FREE BICYCLES!
Inside each Grand Slam Baseball
game piece you'll find a picture of a
famous baseball player. Collect
these pictures and paste them in a
free album you'll receive from your
lid 4

4

3

you win a boy's or girl's deluxe
Roadmaster bicycle!

only 59C

IS COMING

tjet*Resta-urant

It's easy! It's fun! Nothing to buy!
Just drive in at any participating
Ashland Service Station for your
free Grand Slam Baseball game
piece. Look inside . . .you'll know
instantly if you've won $1, $5, $10,
$25, $100, $1000, $5000 . . . or an
all-expenses-paid trip for two persona to three games of the 1967
World Series. Drive in often for
more chances to winl

Al!litensed driver* are eligiSie--ereept employees
of A +Aland. its divisions
its jobbers, distributom dealer., agenrie. and
lAri" EmPloYeelf and families. Void u here pro/*Wised by law.

+ THE RED CROSS

IS COMING TO

THOUSANDS OF PRIZES

Cirrikv/ Masirshrwirover

S-P-E-C-I-A-L

001.1

Middle Tennessee. the defending
Ohio Valley Conference champion
and recent winner of the Tennessee VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Intercollegiate Tournament, will
Last fiscal year. 4,144 disabled
likely be favored to win the %len
persons were restored to remuneratitle.
tive employment through the State's
Top individuals in the tournament vocational rehabilitation program,
will be Ringer and Ron Acree of administered by the Kentutky DeMurray, George Cogbill and Ernie partment of Education. This a 39
Adcock, Middle Tennessee, Jinuny per cent increase over the previous
Smith, Austin Peay. George white. fiscal year.

AT ASHLAND OIL SERVICE STATIONS

See us for free entry form. Hurry!
Sweepstakes ends June 1, 19671

Miss Winifred Woodard celebrates her 7th birthday
at Jerry's. Celebrating with her are: Mitchell Woodard, Lore Landolt, Mary Smeck, Martin Kline and
Dr. and Mrs. James Woodard.

Ringer was 12 under par in
ring last year's tournament with a
score of 204 The Murra yteam score °
of 858 was 6 under.
The Kentucky Dam Course is of
championship length—omer than
5.820 yards and -lain excellent condition this year.
Trophies will be esearded the winA dinner for coaches and teamner and the runner-up in both team members is scheduled for Wednes-and individual competition.
day at 7 p. m.

to defend his championship.
81x golfers from each team will be
permitted to enter the tournament
with the team score coming from
the low four medal scores. Tee off
time each day will be at 8 a. m.,
=arc daylight time
-

RANDeS
LAM
BASEBALL

NOTHING TO WRITE
OR BUY!

034oehnotfi45

Southwest Missouri; Frank Wlepagen, Illinois State; Terry Barrett,.
Tennessee Tech; Jack Downey, Southern Illinois; Terry Shinkle, Lou.
isville: Jerry CLalit, Misepurl; Boo..
Leslie. Lincoln, and Paul Shultz, •
Eastern.

Ban Lifted On Track
Drivers Make 160 mph

300 His'n' Her Garment Bag Sets!

11111111 WU Ilia Alt ill 41/111.41101 II4i1t 1101144111M
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Visiting Local
Beta Nu Chapter
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Mrs. DornJd D Olson of Terracei
Part Olno '
,
eel be nsting Beta
Nu Charter d Man Seam AIPha at
teay Beate Mao tea
week Pieseenly Mtit. Olean Is
serving as Natemal Ritual Chairman ot theeatiorny atm bean
been Nation Mange 16111kir During Mg NM Mrs Clan alai have
conferences "eh all-sarepter officers and the satennee taped at
Murray
Mrs Oicn win be rebinding to
her Ada Meer since die Wee •
elludent
lardy
Is Cadge
Mine tronstereng 10Winn alliM
Untneennyas Dolan. illibipan.
tie was uniellid
PM Nu
Amen IL Wintseg.
& 12111•11111
MO& Soria
Often Owen* and a nallier01
Wei
nice wee lowainl ea PIN at Laills
Weed Mange, Nunwille.* Vligimila.
sad a present has more ilien
ola bandred
coligine and
canton witailibtel dorMOON OM aintry. The Motional
Headwaiters of the soneild la located in SOringdeld. 111krouri, the
male of les moasparation.
The national phileahregie Wsjem af the scronny is sM 30Ow
meinteilly retarded. Coaributions
frola imenbers arid prods bans
deeloraled projects are used be
linilab venous types of swam
er der the mentally recordist.
Milnioner not only drew aid to
for the retarded, belt
IOW whelarsbitre and fellaiships
lir palms enrolled for steady M
lig Mal of re:Sardinian. In
link Me =rarity oder. amilidnie
bans senor acholardeps Dor edema acisylete and alemenrie
d Me organisation
be
Seta Pai Rapier at aliefair
diallered30
Nate Otilati
MOO. NM ides Pew Dwyer
ennaleito Kentucky be
serene as promicant et the MR
Nu Chapter lars. Arne Oahe.
presidas of the anneine dapter,
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,Bridal Breakfast
Held At Triangle
For Miss Paschall
Itra Area/ Singh and Man
Or Mama enierenned alb •
deny be
aniline in menpineal in Mi
Awn Gayle
Pam:halt May KM beine-den fit
Hay Niue lin on assenha se
nium-eilay dean la Woe mornmg in the private anew room of
the Triangle Inn.
For the enema ocean= Me
honoree those to wear front her
traumata & blue kntt oust and a
halegilligif OIL maw at ante
caratins.
Mma L. W. PaiiheR, Maher ot
the !wink wore a yellow (Um
and dm Nee Me. wafter d
the gramoolleet. wesi aedred be
a biue MR. Tear oorages 01
white comb are gilis of the
hodessea.
Clovers were Odd tor Mn Truman Soak. Min Flay Prank
Mrs Tim teher. has Madine
Wlilta, Mee Cline Adkins. the
Isillowe. the mothers, and the
keellowesa
•••

Personals
/11L-s Willem Dunn of Murray
land Three hes been dimineed
!men the Wiliam Reigna Haw
petal, Pedniale.
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Electric Range Is A Must

Phona 711-11/17 er 711-4411

The plinines of • nem tessibee cokes are growing in polailify. a
range 30 the kitchen may ledl be that kitchens no longer need loci
one of the MOM thgartant rectors nee operating roams!
which have influenced okessity thoin many electric ramp*
usand of new haft caned to ailed static unite are bull deb 300*1
total-clean:1c(bid Idestiillon Homes! face units, ea that any coebleg bed
Midi year a greater proportion of MI becomes "autoc." HMI be a
hilinernakers choose skarn renew complished through a raked On
SO, It's natural that new-boase buy- the meter of the haling unit WIWI
WS WOW inal-eiecrtic homed al- comae In contact with the bottom 4
tug
-2111st
relay napped with !Minoltas 000k- the pea. That 4% te
ing egalgount.
mond/ "seam" the tempasittire
lbw/ Oeld Aliedlabon Home Mud the pan. and turns heat an la
haT111 tigalgla Mid* NIIIIIRDent m- off as It is needed. This fasten
etalled, slang with other major rese- especially useful for long
ttle eliplanels. It an be any coin- low teinperatures-wilhout
r
binotion of surface unite and oven. chine. It is just one of many Mad
Is
AM, alogirte cooking equipment
surface-unk featuree found hi eta
se nervalid it sal fit beautifully talc mew
into any kitchen, large or snail.
Leading the liet of most-wain
Its safe to say that no other ma- features in electric range oven al
jor satance offers so many choices marinate connote and ease of deny
01 dile and type, as well iL6 coior ing Oven temperature can be chant
end align motifs. There are free- ed during various stages of bakir
sismidlag models tall 30 one, like • or roasting by special controls four
piece at furniVeno win high ovens. on many electric range ovens. Sod
kW ovens, or both. There are out- are equipped with need tanner*
pace* ranges that are constructed to eters which plug into the oven, a;
look se though they were "bulk-in." tomat1cally shutting it off whi
Then, there are separate oven and meat regalt6 the desired stage
surface unite, designed to be bull doneness
tutu walla and counter tops. The
stack-am" OVOID at, contialetely finTRUCK nissololo
ished on all slim for mounting en
Last year, no Itilttabg Mbar
boa sonnets.
Electric Paige namullinerers ot- ment of Molar TNIIIIII0dittion ii
ter a wide Many et diallatims, Mo. netted 12.500 mentnerelal
mating It easy to hal NIA the Alta
Unit for any kitehen. ADC detraralar
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5 Years Is Late to
Sign For Draft

fleindey. May 7
Teesslay, May 2
Tbunday, May 4
The Taupe Aimed (Inca ot
Cora Graves Carle of Pest
The Carter Schnoi Perrea-Tese
Preebeiterean Chinon Wawa will cher Aesodagion 011meet at the the Woman's Society of airman
meet at 0.30 rim., in
e tome of mad a 2.30 pan. Claiggli for service 01 dm First Methodist
By Abigail Van Duren
ChanatM nag at the Mauro
Mrs Ceara Ellenana
the now ;sr all be lona:ed.
• ••
at 3:30 pm to go to the Lad
DEAR ABBY. I am 33 and will like-ssur grapes.
The Stbongill Oneety at Obtle•••
1110 lartreey papist Church Betwem lb. Lamm for * pecan. graduate from oollege sodi with a
an Oita* M the Ma 1111111113- WOW win men wen Mm. Jackie Mrs. Joe Keener Is chola Moir- degree in toenail' edueetion. My
DZAR ABBY. A friend of mine
it Candi all have • alliewed These at 7:39 pm.
problem behove It or not, Is that I handed nee an 4-page hate
during
•••
• • •
nib luncheon for new redilline
have never registered for We draft. cam 30. 1014 it was ally paean
NM the wswonnw t mart se 10:30
The Mean Dopenenent of Ibis
I kept putting it off until I we
and I was Me only one abs edikl
rim Tne ememene board will meet tharay Melba% Clan an meet
year's delinquent. I would Ube to toil WM so. I started to seed it when
WC 9:45 am.
register SOW and save my eountry the teacher Mg me and took it
the club home st 1'30 p.m.
.
.•
but I an eared Miff. Witt do I do away from me aod put it In her
litlitesses all be Mesdames Frank
The Calmar Ontinty Han- Kane, &went Hunt. Nal Marnow' I don't want to go 10 Pena puree. I tried to explain here imnesters Club
sponsor a tea gin. Hugh Houston sea Freed
for "draft dodging" Sign this
portant tat note was to nee, but
honaruo new n,ers at the Cothein.
Mrs, Sari award. counselor
NOT 14110.111TZEIRID Me wouldn't give it bask. If the
•••
Womona Club 13ou
from one
ter the nine year old Oink, AuntLeather reads that note, ray Utensil
DEAR NOT: Report hamedhstely
nweedurty pm.
OranUI d the Finn Quin- wry of the inrat Barna Church,
reputation will be ruined. Did the
I. your local draft beard, but pre..•
lan Munn OWF ell meet with entoreamert One group with a
teacher have the rlibt to lake it
'Me Jame IA5MI.01 Circle d Mrs 0. B Boone, Jr., a 9.30 liwatiotal sumer at her home pare yourself for a reception be- away from me? Do you think Abell
fitting one who arts-es 5 years isle
bra
Presbyterieo
on
beak
the
Chunk
hash area on Fricb.y.
read it?
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an nen at the home at Ma
April 21, from flour-thirty to mean for an appointment.
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5
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The Had Waman's Chub will o'clock in the evemisur
of
your
lath
birthday
without
WORRIED:
A
DEAR
teacher
has
1:30
Road,
pm
Tbe oirb Mika on Meer formeet in the olub roam at seven
valid reason :in hospital. He.) ma- the right is sesellesed "dishaeling"
•• •
pm he the inetanation of of- ward saps in preparation for die
The Dan Department of tie ficers by Mn Malcolm Cross as rowlowing masa over the Week- dilutes a federal offense while meld reading mean white is being read
mean.Imprisonment. a fine, or b•HIL *win elan Year Mesas "very
Mang liennole Club wail mat special guilt
Members
please end and the Ca comexaon at the
However. delinquents who bays Plinewar sleep nets euseitlips.) U ceived, write the out-ef-Impaere a
1101/10111101113
et lib- glib house at 7211 pa. ate Mame of cite.
duuns am May 111.
tarried themselves in and veiwb- kids luau hew alb hatereet leash- personal sae.
• ••
ilanediesvS be Minima C.
Mrs. illimiend
anistaxi 10
• ••
B. Pad, Abe Lealim R. P.
propane and sawing Me supper leered for service have been se- as have be Mei •Iwineorar idea
Friday. May 5
Trailed? Write to Abby, Ma
18 CONDI() TO
eepted with their -delinquent" Ma-. they would be hart.
Thunman
Maya
MeiChenett
The
Nellie
Wain! Sunday by her Ma Fla Mirt WarWOG. Les Angela OW 901111. Per
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DEAR AY:What 01jell lank
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DEAR
ABBE:
I
geed preeent were Carol
recently woo- &boat lialillg Out bbIlt
Munn,
eel min Minn at INTRen pm
•
•
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tied
a
num
who
had bean married nada tat ate
Own day Buraten. Nancy Nonat Me dlab home a 730 pm
Fat
ilheilet.'Mew to Kaye
se Abby.
Vie feared/op loradou of the dope, Pease //by, Doane Ina. before. Kis ea-wtfe sent us a bou- three 1Mb Illy& Miggillagliggi6 a Lonny inallemg,"
1111011110 ch be ibetassism 11111quet of wheat on our wedding day. you buy in the Ninety dorm I feel Bei Met Les Angliss. Cal 50
bed Oarman. Jain Crouch, and MOM WUNIIIO United sill be and Nde W.
•
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•
•
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It was all done up like flowers. I rather silly eilling them because
Jtamea-liagera.
at tie Mist
binhocilat
• ••
didn't know what she we. trying same pealpie Maga get Me idea that
am& el ma nom All amen of
to get across until ray inaband laid we are MIMI let preeena Yet me
Owen I and XI 01 lbe Caraalliggin see mated to atine that wan was a sign of ferOl- have a lot of MIMI and relatives
na Pellarialp of Ms om&
lali
•••
ity. LtyInehanol am mama to on of town who nig* be put out
Ch.
.stlan Maack trill bait
the. Irma tor 6 years and they If we didn't notify Mien about our
a jaws Ineeting with Mrs. W. J.
flairadrey, May 4
Phone 753-1211
Never had any Malmo
Onion at two p.m.
What new baby
The ended Derby Day party
• ••
WOW Oran iM would you do II you were I?
inoluang a scent hour and bullet
/t
PILINCRIPTION8 A ImPlICLALTY
INTANTICIPATING
Oirgio IV at OD MIL Clara- wdl be he
at the Calloway mos Ilianteer eeersing at the
NEWLYWED
DESK INVANIOCIPATINO: If
tan Clam MP etil mem with Man Maury Club at 4 ao pm. Waoemien
We Have ''t - We Will Get It - Or It Can't Be Had
DEAR
NEWLYWED:
I'd send her yea have easy deablis &beet Yew
The mean* was opened with
Mrs, Balbin Hodges Ot tea Wes for denims and link ineitoi out
•••
bench of war grapes iii &see up your annonseensento will be reat town If
Mass reservations prayer try shs. °emirs hessuett.
Tbs gags, Ow lantaill vS be Of milt 111111-/307. 7534282, or thathein. The Ainerien nag was
Berra as aeon ai
crime 114-101 Weft Mc 3
ertmeesmi by 110m aletteeen ILt- •••
oaunty Countey 0Mb hanenes
betmm. toinert, WM
anerilino•
wen be Meademes gib* Ira*
dhow 111 et the P
u. 830.
atmsriusul, L. D. Wier, Janne It.
Pangmal. pre:Mien.
Friuli Ralph MoCuiseon. J D
enediereed obe amann. The - roll
bateau. R. I... Ilia& asid Oierned
ins want by Mau Mak icasiaer
T. Porreeret.
and the tranurerli report was
•• 6
given by Mn. Lots comma.
Murray Amend, No 19 Order
Pallowmg tbe meeting a 11aThe Woman's Miestonary Uneon
et thelitatzlewer tor MS oat mart al la loam
pavan gang as green by Mrs
B&PLOA ChOrOb
at gas Ilbasiala Hal aa seven pa. met01 dee dismai onIlieneray Madan Janes
Otheen al be Wiled
AggpM alba meal mike were serveventie at Ms-thirty ono* he
• ••
a mann study. -Ore McBride, ed by the nasanm, Igesbases
lielleseday, May 3
HMOs Pewter
lec*Ito Pweelawil.
The lismanary Nurse"
The Penni Mothers Club en
Mrs Jeacie Tres& Mrs. W A. and Loral& ails
mei in Ole BM grode MR et Watt Mrs Bub Darnell. lincl MIS.
Cabin dantIng, adelm*
1:25 pm A mecau insiladion be
*MOM the very to- memenned, were Meadames Mary
bead to011 madams Selo have Lerman; study The members unpe Lanes Seger, lint Illelienum. Oro
Id
heMiamMeang to suraut for Ilse tab an to rad the book
Craeare. Ike ildabgna. Jo
Here are some of the prominent Republicans who ore backing
last twee an year
The nowt rookar meting will Lear. Lourelle BMW Gladys /Me.
• ••
be held ibunaer, 164 4, at 7:20 and Maw Kamp
Jody* Marlow W. Cook In the May 23rd Republican Primary.
•••
The Obierry
Omar
ands% pea.. darling mane tune. at libe
Church Warrant Igassonsey Soc- hone at Mrs
be Trees An
k* ten meet at the dimwit M mainbere we urged to sellend and
7
gra.
Family of Senator Thruston Morten:
nacre we apecilany melted
Brothers of Senator John Sitermen Cooper
•• •
T. Ballard...Morton, Jr., s on•li Judge Cook's filing
foot, Campaign Co-Chairman
Don Cooper,
The
he Country Club bass
papers
Richard Coop*, Cook Pulaski County Chairmen
lialbsen win be SIIIWEi at
Mrs. Jane Morton Norton, signed Judge Cook's
r.&*
The Woman% Donny of CantPenvelly ef Congressmen Tins ice Coder:
noon at the dub Por
filing papers
Ian Service of the Ruewits Mega
ad Lana Parker 753-2123 or
Circuit Judge James C. Carter, Jr., Monroe County,
Clay Merton, signed Judge Cook's filing papers
Methodist Chumh met a tin
Palliate. ammo 753-61
signed Judge Cook's filing papers
••e
church on Wednesday April N.
Congreesmon William 0. Cowger signed Judge
Douglas Carter, Attaney, signed Judge Cook's
IL emen-deety o'clock in die
Cook's filing papers
filing papers
ewer**
Tao VEREIEEllat Was opened wall
signed Judge Cook's
ihe group Mane -The Oid Rugged Clrem".
Judge Foster Bentley, Plk• Came/
Judge J. E. Johnson, Ill, Fayette
Judge George Hall, Eloyd County
Bygra• Hansa read Peden'
Judge Johrt}A. Wilson1ussell
County
Judge Everett Moore, Breckinridge
271-7 The mem Men conended
County
Judge Edgar Yon Moose, Lawrence
the Mae Any at Raw sad Me
County
County
Judge Leo Anderson, Washington
meeting ate Wooed with pryer.
Judge H. Clay Keith, Butler County
County
Judge Cecil Kincaid, lee County
Refraiment& were served by
Judge Elmer Allen, Casey County
Judge Dick Vermillion, Whitley
Judge George Wooton, Leslie
&Irk
Marjorie
charhon. Four
Judge W C. Stearns, Cumberland
County
County
membere and one valor were /reCounty
and scores of other County and
sent
Judge James Withrow, McLean
The *boo, awed., wm7 *Imm
County
City officals.
Judge Odell Watson, Estill County
Wednaday of the mond at 7 30
Dm:
In addition, of the eight 1963 state-wide running motes . . and even the state campaign
Igglig11111111111Milligeggillnigg
cho,rman . . . of the Republican gubernatorial conditions, most are supporting Judge
Marlow Cook. There must be a reason!
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WALLIS DRUG

Kirksey WMU Holds
Its .Vission Study

PROMINENT KENTUCKY REPUBLICANS
SUPPORT MARLOW COOK FOR GOVERNOR

Russell's Chapel
Woman's Society
Holds Meeting

9
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7Game to, „
enevnmIsianal

filing papers:

Thous Comfy /Wyss

COOK'S JEWELERS

There is . . . they want o repestaidble Republiecin who will run o clean eampeign in the
primary and who can aria it November. They have found such a man in Judge Widow Cook
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Guaranteed Service
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509 Main Street
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Paid for by Ole Coat for Governor Committee; Don E. Cioper and H. Bemis Lawrence, Co-Chairmen; Bernard H. Barnett and
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE FIVE

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY?

MASSIMO ADS Off RESULTS

If you were born under the Sign of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23-Jan. 20)
YOU'RE THE TYPE who is magnetic,
industrious, cautious. You're ambitious,
fond of traveling, generally make a financial success!
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A new thriller by Howard Rigsby

%BAT HAS 11•71.16,111.9
i.aur• It.,bions • •cr e•• and
stage ....ii ems. arrived at she lienans
taiii running away from her unlwre affair with •Ido V
a.
e man the nwt Dr Ch
aurent a physicist who
to son him for dinner Cle
alig
Wan to the dining room Laura overike eenversationt. that Chriz
eould be
aw some of the other
teas Deademona Do'

Oat 01 this world. I tail o
up to them, and then stoppeo.
You like ohetioep don t you.
Amy entered the car almost
hope .
wordlessly Christian St. Lau"Oh yea But you shinklal ✓en Upped forward a bucket
lam. Yen I do Mks ahriasp-" net and said Gads name, ushdim saw use of the ileeble doors ering her into the rear, and
of the inn open. Gail Kerr ap- there she eat with a suite n,
peared.
smoldering expression as they
"You won't ever find no bet- started Mt Now they bad
ter food. Nowhere."
emerged from the forest road
sad Gail Herr.
Again that day she found nee the eighway, wen apan alnatvel a mysterious IP
,
- herself wanting to scream- for
proadiing Ste settiement Imam
4illeeply letter eiM*., bat mu
privacy, for freedom.
told Dr. as Dearpoint, and rill no one
twrio
.
=
igrog=a and Gail saw St. Laurent I would go Into
bad spoken.
Christie*
lbroztitt
hie walk
beak
Illuesel Bay with env For heves
At Dearpont two old san sat
Ike
Par director - and I need to buy some
on the steps of the store, warmthings."
ing themselves in the c I e a is
-Dr St Laurent-- splendid bright noon. Besides the store
Woad, and she saw the dark, dis- winch also contained the post
way
appointed wok cm Isis fan. 0111010. Ems leers a gas station
asiown seaman
As they continued thar wam taw "Mussel Bay, that's no place to and a shall restaurant, a few
eiet Christian and the tides
fn
eat
A good place to go for a houses, and that was all.
WWI easy isimsed they litiwid eat
',die it been to safety in time
bellyache, that's all. Excuse
The car passed with
me'
throaty, baying sowed, flee
CHAPTER 12
'Splendid, I'm sorry. I will southwest now through a raw
Undlia
ROUBILISS wen
be here for dinne r. And 1 weak -alionidarsel ma site a
Meng tthe narrow nil to the
wouldn't have said I'd go if
tramed view: barest prune's&
stair- else mulct see again tee
eferffs.
s
'"
7
„ of failing
foe had known you were fixing a • nortsion of water, blue, and
rnou,
special dish Will you please tell greens so green, a dandelion
could feel the damp wool of
name assa. Then, remotely.
man °bat 7..
Clinatian • sweeter against heel Mx'"
sal"Yeah,
H
ahe, rycegahar.sureec
h
peinedid there was the Lighthouse with
cheat. onto it surprised ner that
regarded
helplessa gemlike dazzle on tts elms.
ahe nee innt been afraid. not
Apparently she had f ran::
The road, turning and twistlinen
then. not all tie rest ot the way IY
lured
his
day
beyond
repair.
ing, was as perilous as any Me
e bean nor on that
olont teea
- 11/4e td'idhim. She had troveted over on her crep
-Lc
"
fitiai lade to the step,. Only
pointed Into the open trunk of toward the coast the day before
now ow 4./
es 4.4 ".44 abbe au.sed aor the car "I've got to get this It Clung to the tiank ot a
greatest:4g case up to my room mountain and they were on thr
,lothes and then went downsomehow Not right now - I enerard side Wben she weiteo
hairs
know you're busy. But when out that way she halt ex,,,teo
Die di o .o room was open *or
you do have the time. If you to see the wing ot a Mane they
Sle. the
imetco:i Pb. co WI
can lift it. Splendid
were so kitty. and 15. couhri het
cnem pinyere serving Mere"
e snae alit • nothing of tie road bet Am no?
'11n! Lift
osivea at a buffet table still
huge brown hand, grasped the and the abyss, the spired Tan'
,
irgulag Sainding near them
sass, and swung of treetops tas below
was the old countess ethe wore handle of the
It up onto one shoulder. H.
Now Coming around a curve
s-isrieg knit dress and.he was happy again, laughingat
H they could see the bay and the
was exemining something
her "You know me - only the town far below There a ere
Aphasic Simpson held out for
world. that's all"' He capered Waster schooners at the
enswac.im in •large silver dish
mound In a circle, keeping the Wharves and severer others rode
peering at artritever it was
case ceady on its perch with at anchor, awaiting their torn
througn • pince-nez. Splendid,
his right hand jabbing his left The water of the bay was still
giansing out tato the image.
at an imagmary foe -Let 'em • deep. glossy blue, shadowed
Saw Laura and his face lit up.
come' Get up there on top of by the forest on its southern
itte had been waiting for
It. if you'want"
shore, but at the mouth of the
etiestAlas wand at him and went
Gail came up to them "Small bay pale tweeo comfier" towered
at. empty room
4heagigg Pi
old Tillamook tribal rite?"
up to hang in the sun bstore
.1•••ed the ear &PAL Cretonne in over a sand bar
ten
"
March-tilted sun
etiglh
ill°111:gitabe
t°
'• Ti
Splendid stopped cavorting and
shone full upon the inn, the edge
They came down the long
of the breeze was keener and let the cam MIL catching it mope Into the town, pawning on
casually
before
it
Just
hit
the
she took the veranda steps two
the outskirts a limber mill, an
ground. -You'll find it in yoUr
at a tamer-then she ran. nuearea of stacked lumber and a
Kiss
room
when
you
get
back,
ging herself. eel to the rented
factory that made plyboard ano
He
car. She tedooked the trunk, got Robbinshe said 6ienledlY.
a email airport with a tower.
a Nomegien coat-sweeter out turned and walked off with IS. its wind sock blowing doe east
of her IIIIg vale, and put It on. ease
A silver plane hOVPrIW on its
"Watch out for him." (Jail
As sue bashood the imitator olio
come leaping said. •11 he should ever get landing leg, flaps duwn, wheels
•
Splendid
really chummy and go to slap emerging from Its belly, drop!own tier steps.
you on the back, he'd break ping by stages toward the run
up to her.
Yarderldlel C
every hone in your valuable way, its If It were descending a
be in for Itinnh! You
flight of trivisible stairs.
will for stirs,o, Won't you, M
bodyan gemse
the o
Mak
'There Vita an old brick hotel
above the tumult of the tide. on the main street of the town
•1 don't think so," she said,
they heard the car and they and Christian parked near It.
'Oh no' Excuse me It's just turned to see Its lead gray shape He arranged to meet them at
hat Mt. Bean and me had Ha,. against the curtain of high-fly- the hotel for lunch after they
-maim inane op a special dhoti. Mg sprey above the reef. did their shopping and then they
innate honor glirtnip It's got- Whisking along the cliff edge, went them separate ways.
• wily she threw it. Oh. man, the ear Wined (he turn,. roared
iTo Ht1Towtisweed Ronny,
Prom the reset published isr Dulitib.iles • 0n ('opyrieht
oy Hartl Rigsby.
tristributed by King Features Syndicate.
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Agouti breeding progrann."
The Elmabetlitowa show will he
held at the Hardin County Fairgrounds, with the Hopkins County
Pairgrounds being the site of the
Madisonville event. Both shows will
be held In the morning.
Wendell Bruce, director of the Department's Division of Shows and
Fairs, said the shows will be open
to all 4-H and PFA members who
THREE YEAR OLD brick Colonial Located 100 Booth 13th Street. Phone
FOR SALL
are carrying beef breeding projects
inane on Dognood Drive, new 763-3914.
TPC
FEMAU KELP WANTED
in their program.. Local county ag763-6166 after 5700 phi
NOTICE
36-11-p
TUE 111113.111115Y. Large two-bedroom
MUST =ALI Law*
ents and vocational agriculture
Ihke week
PERMANENT POSITION, local teachers will be responsible for deCOMES nal apartmente; asrpsted. Individual
fO-r Viei Nam 17' Lone liar canier„ BOLIPTIOIN ORM
firm,
posting
machine operator. Mail termiung the eligibility of entries.
Mk 76 Marc
or. .rust tuned and epribipee hdlers. Deer 126 to Moms heat and air-cendieborting. Furnishmeanie of experience. personal backExhibitors will be eligible to parready; ChM Magma Oindler. Medal Irma. Thomas Lerida. Anne 2, ed or unfurnished, 105 So. Lich St,
ground to Bus 32-B, Murray, Ky. tin/pate In only one of the two shows
H-M-3-C
OW 793-7174 (bens) or 703-3747 alir61011. KY., none 111111-4171t No Phone 753-7614.
M-3-C and ono only exhibit in NM division.
H-1TC
torfloo. est inuocatt.
Woe buigeon on Efunhay.
Terneite Inspection
either 4-H or PFA. Asiging will be
ROUSE AND LOT on north aide
3-630096 MOIDIRIR bansa near Panon the Danish system, ugh. Nse aniONE SPRINGING as year old re- Dexter. Pour rooms bath, imerdireag
KELLEY
PEST
CONTROL
orama digares. Awarlaide now Gas or
mals being placed in the blue, red,
gistered Jersey milk coo, aired by flirts. Priced to aell. Phan 21111•410911.
dinfin beat. Means 4115-001 or 753or white class
018 So. 13th Street
Advancer Sleeping Jester. Also four
M-3-P 3611.
M-3-C
Bruce said general rules and other
A-1 Jersey heifers eleven to thirteen
Home Owned sod Operated Per
information about the shows are bemonths Old. See or call Roger Coop- CLEAN rugs, hke new. so easy tO do 3-BEDROO96 BRICK on 312 Ervin
26 Years
ing mailed to extension agents and
er, 4354335 after 5:30 p, m. M-4-P with Blue Lustre Rent ealeOric
Call 4.34111113
36-8-C
potter tl. Starks Hartman. 964-C
vocational agriculture teachers throPawns 753-3914
&Mout the State. However, this inNEU) WANTED
May-11-0
'67 JA4r/1 nineallialle, 360 cc, 2,000
TROJAN wood boat, fileatemes
Sarmatian can be obtalaed by conMike, INN elledithill. Have to ariA. bottom 16 ft long. Navy top. 96 12.
1 tacting the Division of Shows and
Call 711114131.
M-4-P motor, also trailer, 11660.00. Call 763The Kentucky Department of Ag- Fairs, Kentucky Department of Ag4040
M-3-C
OrPOWFUNITIkto
SINGER SEWING Machine Shop, riculture will sponsor two shows this riculture, Capitol annex, Frankfort,
ltY x 50 1964 Model Ormaxvi homerepair, rental, sales and service, 13131 year for 4-H Club and FFA mem- 40601
trailer. Contact liahsre ilamitheon at '56 BUICK,
black and white Call
NOW OPER
and Main. Phone 753-5333. Open bers who have beef breeding proRichardson's Tralbr Omit, North 753-6992
36-3-C
nights until 8 p. m., Monday through jects, Commissioner of Agriculture
16th street.
36-4-P
at
Friday
TIC Wendell P. Butler has announced.
1963 CHEVROLET ‘s, ton pickup
CARPETS and life too can be beau- truck, tap top condlUon, new
PItOFESSIONAL
The Department held Us first stateUrea
tiful If you use Blue Lustre Rent looks and drives like new Priced for
wide show for breeding animals last
electric shampooer IN Hughes Paint quick Bak. ONO&
year at Elizabethtown
)019100YIEEN'T Opportunity bar
Bexter Halltwer.
Store.
M-8-C 753-5617 or 753-1257.
4 men between the ages of 95 and
M-3-C
The emphasis at Kentucky oorPuller said the interest and parLAUNDRY & ULEANLAS
fd) yens of age to train for astation in last year's event led the motional institutions Is on profes1966 MELODY Mobile HoMe, 3sistant a68re managers for wag
Department to add a second show
071111Mit Of employees. Since
bedroom, 64 ft by 12 ft, central heat
Phone 753-2552
Servreim
Offered
known dry goods Pam. Eitoelkeit
for 1967 So in addition to the Eliza- 1E0, 50 new full-time positions have
and air. Lee's walY-to-waLl carpet,
orPortuntl to advent:le to store
bethtown show, which will be he'd been established by the Department
4141m 11-66
whaler, Myer and climb-washer With ROOFS
REPAIRED or repined,
manager level. Experience not
June 20, another will be held at Mad- 0/ Corrections in its three instittior without furniture. Call 753-1756
1 Seamstress.
budt-tip-edikogle-gravel. Low cost
neosenry. High School education
t1ans which require profeesional
isonville on June 22.
or 753-6811
M-4-C
2 Maintenance Man.
-Free listamates. Tri-State Rootrequired. Inquire at your,
training and experience. Training
-I am pleased that the Depart- programs have been developed for
3 Coin Lamm, hetergient
TPC
DOLLAR GENERAL STORE
PIAN01211i-OTOIRI - Y AND CLARK - ing 0o. Diel 703-80111.
ment has been able to mid this sec- all persomiel.
3-10 p. ma.
In Murray, for potation here in
Sea dans console in America.
weed clipping,
ond show," Butler staled, "benatitir
M-4-C
M -6-C
Murray.
sow paws. BUSH-HOGGING,
4lisdollivOINOR
•
plowing. disking. seed sowing, alludmore and more of our 4-H and PPA
TIC
Rseed Music
5.6 tapir
ens ordered, pine tree setting. Aradmembers are engaging in beef breedDellbra. Ky. i527-8966i, 5
ley Overbey, 763-1664 evening. 161- DFUVERS WANTED-11 or over,
ing projects with the Idea of estabon Malaga Road M Harvey. 6112 days.
IIRECTROLUX
SAL
&
Mervin), lishing a herd Emphasis changing
36-3-P full time Apply In person, Radio
and. Pre& Prveeeeecnal muCab.
111-6-C-Boa 213, Murray. Ky. C. 111. gileg- Deist feeding misers to rauang herd
sod bielelse thavenety In- WILL MOW
ere. Phone 382-3176, Lyntavilie, Ity stock "
and rake ligatil and
Mmy 15-C
haul trash Call 753-6375.
Mayiec
31-3-P
KENTUCKY READERS
Butler continued by saying, "We ,
IS COMING TO
IlLEGISTERED SIAMESE kittens.
Last year the average Kentuck- PERMANENT HAIR Removal New- have conducted steer shows for many
FOR RENT
ian and 3 IS books faun public 11Champion lirws. Hth guaimilee.
est electronic abort wave method. years in an effort to supplement the
brarass sad Bookmobiles. the Ken- 0.01 for an appointment Ciereld educational olinctives of the 4-H
596,1. Lilacpolin Mids. Chen.=
-ROOM
funnelled house. 3-bed- tucky Deportment at Libraries re- Fitts,
Wed WIsitaaramer peps ready anti 6
Registered Eiectologist. Phone and FA teaching ereltrens, .111ls
36-11-C rooms, living room. den and keelson. porta.
Phone 163-7034.
36-4-P with the trend changing from a pro753-4366
gram of feeding steers to one of i's
trig breeding stock, it seems cal.,.
prop r triet we should hold shows =0=i0
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by

Federal State Market News Service
Tuesday. May 2 196'7 Kentucky
Purchase-Area Hog Market Report
Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts OGG Illearle. Barrows and
Steady
Chits Sbeady:
U. 8. 1-2 1.00-110 lbs. 418.011.18 75
U. 8. 1-3 180-310 de 11725-17.50
U 8. 1-3 136470 lbs. 515.50-18.50

OLEAN!
etLEAN!
f3LEAW.

SO 114ERf
TOO!

emit,

St•

SOWS:
U. S 1-2 250-350 the. 113 75-15 00
U 8 1-3 350-450 In. $1S25-14.25.
U. 8. 1-3 460-600 lbs. 51100-13 00

I PLANTED IT IN THE
SHAPE OF A HORSESHOE

HOW\
IDO YOU
KNOW
YOU'LL BE
LUCKY ?

WE'RE TOO FAR FRom
IT NOW FOR AN18,0Dy To
SWIM FOR IT IN
THIS SEA

WE'LL RA0/0
FOR HELP -

YOU FORGET, a`
DADDY, THIS OLD
TUB CAME COm
PLETE - WITHOUT

A RADIO

)1

fi

!!‘.:

toive.
N.Arizz
fa Woo

•

sisiss •••••••
.9.1.0 IWO&1.1.. Few

PLEASE.:
A

CAIN'T DO A DECENT
MATTRESS-TESTI N
JOB WIF A AMACHOOR
13I N'
fr."

r

1

• --Tr.---rtmasew

•

NVAAI-I!
14/AAN
N4/AANI

.0.1e

??-I4Eour
COLD!! T$41)5 IS
MY CriAl•lCE TO
GET BABYFACE!!

'

*NM Ka

THE LEDGER

SEEN & HEARD ..

TIMES

—

Itaistineed Freon Page ono
We notice Rases are bloctrung all
over town

full

• Our Thera Tree has green a
foot sa far this year. We're waiting to see If it has some kind of
taxon on it.
-

From Page One) •
and farm Hr office Is located
at -200 Maple Street.
itSsatinued

For

the pa.si three years

NI

Harmed has been in charge of
the yauth program of the Pennyrile.area. and prior to that tbr
two yews was the eminent 001611..
ty agent, resichng in Hopkinsville.
During 1962 Mr Howard was the
youth agent for McCracken County wltle Bill Moss the youth
agent, was servirtg a year with

the Armed Forces
PrOr to 1962 Howard was t.t
The liweireye tress we nit fnoni Sed roan with the Kentuzky ArtMns Branclan ;am doing fine.
iticiat
A.ssoc.at,on
resided at Frank:M.
A greases lady, Mrs. Luther RobKasard, son of Mrs Al)ne Wertson.
illard of Mayfield, is • 1948 graditite of Cidio High School. He attended Mieray State for two
Will E. Wade .. •
yeirs and receved his Bachetur
-iitnence degree from the Uni(Ceadiseed Pram Page One)
of Kentucky in 1952,
actlools of Pawl-Jahn. Venni/a, versity
10..Zoirag his graduation
he
Pennsylvania. and Miesourt. He served for two years In
US.
has awaken in 'nude cif western Army and eta In the the
Kar•an

NEW 'CHUTES HANDLE MGM PAYLOADS—Litre-lightweight
parachutes designed to handle greatly increased payloads in
trud-air recovery of re-entering spacecraft and other airborne vehicles are being tested at GoodyfrAtiroggiace Corp.
at Akron, Ohio. The 'chute at the Istft areigne only 40
pounds but will handle a wide range of paylosils in evicts@ at
1,000 pounds_ The ring-like parachute at the apt la an improvement in an advanced system widen delfeleee a target
'chute 20 feet above • thin nylon circle with a saminal
diameter of 42 feet.

(
"
NEW I

B

with
eatel"

Twist 'N Turn
Waist

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ,
...fess than half p,
while satipply lasts

(with trade-in
of any old Barbie dull)
:;he's here' The world's
beet-loved fashion doll...

DOW With an imaginative
Twist 'N Turn waist
that lets her pose in
hundreds ul new way11.
Pius these premiere
per.•,nality features:
loveli face with real eyelashee
and contemporary hairdo,
lifelike bendable lega,
nifty net swiresuiL

Reasatalsaic..•
Is first coney— first served...
wells supply lastsf
lioneetiftel arbie, now only $1.50.

.

• •

`i 1--i() IL

& AUTO STORE
Che•tnut Street

Kentucky and In churches of sev- wog/0 seeming there while h.:
eral; ether states east of the Ills- oldest son, Ted Alen, was barn
1969
The educator-minIster, a native inHoward
Is married to the formof
Kentucky, graduated
frcm
er Jenne by who is a graduate
pubke schaion in Hopkinsvtre He
of M-47-1 ay Hain Sotaxg. They have
has a thalami from Ft....errimd
four children, Ted Allen, J

Vs Susinese College. BA from
Glen. Steven, and Marilyn.
Uraver y of Richmond. B. from
During 1957 and 1958 Howars
Closer Theo/ailed Senarsiry (Pa.I .
his 'course work for
MA. Be from Longwood College conni.e.ol
his mus.eras degree in rai.rysct- ,
'Vie). one year of PHD. sec:M- ecce at the Un.ver.wty
a Ken-

ee:aims Mines at Emory UM- Macy and received UM degree
Yenta , (Cla). and ccenpleted last hi 1964.
year .0he ilenyeir program for
Mr Howard is cormnuting to
&shoal leaders at Murray State
and Callum; County InsMurm9
Careers*, with 30 hours in ..dsonaui ye.L.- comes
..3.e
ininuteuruon
to an end sO that weir cruktren

(continued From Page One)
rent of the Ford, but no damage
to the pOiloe report.
Monday at 6:30 pm the City
Pcil.ce investigated an axident at
Hart 11321. Involved were a 1953
faur door driven by George
P. Cohurn of Gabertnine Route
One, and a Chevrolet two door
driven by Harry 0. Patterson of
Murray Route Fere.
No injuries were reported. Linage
the Cohurn car was on
the right front and to the Patoar on take rear.
Another cJIL•ton was liaminigatei on Highway 121 at the May
Lumber Conscany but a report on
the 435 p.m at-cadent was not
f::e<1 by the Ponce
The Pu.sce ceted one per•on for
pt-Of.r drunkennea and ter) other
persms for speeding. accord.ng to
the cleramment records.
Jeanne Howie of Kimbell Hall
,,p_xted to the Palce that a
ridairsoral rang, alae gold,
-lined at sixty do.lans. had been
.ust or sZralen The ring has been
os...4.n11 Slice April 22, Mao Howie

EXECUTIVLBOARD

BE PREPARED !
START WEARING

MAY 6th.
STRAW HAT DAY
SEE OUR SELECTIONS

Lermans
Factory Outlet
Graham %Nelson

;rae•-•'^

Belks
Corn-Austin "
Settle-Workman Co.

open nouse on Sunday, and to become menbers of the GuIld

; members of the mil nalying teem
Gien Chaney entered the seed
identification conceit
Thirty-eight obepters were pew•
to compete in the various
contests Eugene Chaney, Agriculture teedber at Calloway County
KWh tlettool. acoomparaod the
group to the University

GREEK
The Greek Revival style of architecture reached Kentlidky in the
early 18906 A prime example of thii

NEWSPAPERS,
MAGAZINES,
OTHER 2ND CLASS
UP 22 PER CENT
IN THREE YEARS

Murray,
Kentucky
MIM

753-3614

EVERDAY
LOW
PRICES
On Quality Merchandise for
the Entire Family!
Assorted Styles. Colors. Materials

$299

MEN'S STRAW HATS
Smart New Styles In

SUMMER MILLINERY
SPECIAL: 1 p to $10.99

2for $11

WOMEN'S KNIT SUITS
Women's Assorted

Color

AMIE SHELLS

(S-M-L)

Women's Flat or Mesh Knit

2

SEAMLESS NYLONS

Prs.$

Batiste

BABY DOLL PAJAMAS
ASKS UNFROCKING — The
Rev. Vim ent lie L e e rs
(above), dean of St. Norbert
College. De Pere; Wis.. has
applied to Rome to quit the
Norbertine Order to become
• laymen Fie bas been at
the college ;or 10 years
Father De Leers, 18. went,
to marry Marguerite Best.
'26. of Carmel, Ind.

$199

Lightweight, Assorted Color

INFANTS' PLASTIC SEATS

$399

Thong, I-Strap, T-Strap

WOMEN'S LEATHER SANDALS

$399

Men's Short Sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS

(S-N-L-XL)

Boys Short Sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS

$169

(6-18)

•

o'

•

THIRD CLASS
BULK, "JUNK,"
OCCUPANT MAIL
UP WIPER CENT
IN
YEARS

HERE ARE POSTAL KATE increases proposed to Congress by the administration.

type of stricture IS the Old State
House at Frankfort.

4

FIRST CLASS
UP lc TO 6c

ODD SIZE,
SPECIAL
SURCHARGE

Girls' Cotton

FFA . . .

Nelson Murdock won third plata
the t roc...a* driving corteat.
rale Lovett. ranked second in
..-tioneering
ahmenan.
It. rue, Orr, mild Keth Stark were

CARDS
UP lc TO Sc

any edits

Are You Ready?

(Osegioneg Frown Page One)
PrIldaste and Robby Duncan
dniry judging, Lily Hendon
weir the top hidiadual- winner.
°New innobers of the team were
Gene Yoram.end Jackie Hern-

AIR MAIL
UP 1c TO 9c

10mthused Frees Page One)
award node at the convention to

OPEN HOUSE . . .

•CALMAT

ROOKS, RECORDS,
OTHER 4TH CLASS
lPARCEL POST)
UP 21 PER CENT

was reported on the bus, accord-

Arthritis Foundation Mathieutattled Service Award Thts carries
erfth it a 11100.00 check to be used
Mr. Wade is • veteran ad WW
laity complete the year at the for medical sabolarenip Thee is
• thaving served in the Navy. Hopkansville Schoch.
the second oonserotrve year the
With 31.1 years in nacelle Theater)
Murray Wornana Club has won
MIIS Howard and famMr.
and
mut the Kr.rean -.t II ily win Move to Murray about this meard
year with 3401. Infaitey Division) June 1 to [near Inane at 1103
CiSthion of KIPWc for outstandwith a total of nine-years' active Sycamore Street, the fanner Wane ing contributions to local library
Man
or Mr, and Mrs S. V Toy, ethe —01000 and over 1000 volunteer
Wade is an asave member of cre Igo rending at their Kin; hours of service
Rotary r:-..13 and betwas to a tacky Lake home at Panaimna
Second place red ill:item. for
anpuraaonsober
pubtaty scrapbook contest.
Seas. least year he, sae. served
Certificate of Merit from Cereas cenenuauty chairman for Cripbal Palsy Foundation. A part of
and
on
pled Ctakirena Campaign
Ire award is a beautiful tem'
Hospital Report
adelene committee for UOF Dnve.
and crystal epergne.
Re has been a delegate to a numHonor Award — for having met
Census — Adults
90
ber of protendonal and lemslative
more card requirements art up by
Nursery
Census
7
ossonnis and haa served as a
ICPWC.
Adraimiaes. April 30, 1967
camelinia sial resource Imam to
Kentucky Way Certaleate —
Mrs Dawn M. Young and bah,
several educational group&
for services rendered In the reuse
Mr. Wade a married tio the gni. 1903 Orerbey, Murray: Defeo of highway safety.
former Thelma Ward of Amelia Wells. 402 North 12th Street, MurRm.
as Fee was awarded a
V1TTRWL The wades have three ray. Mrs. Mara Pau, 737 Naas cenalawie at dams meanberahip
mos Clariera, 17: Weney. 9; and Din% c. Murray: Dui C. Dowdy, in Spam Sem Dederen, special
Master Denld
ROW" 1. Murray.
Rebate, 4.
Sixteen, Route 1, Dexter: Jaime reading ercarnim. Mrs Fee was
L Rendali. H.art Han leSU. Mur- the only permit ts Ste Mae who
ray, Hoban Maluenn, 1312 Far* has read all the books in dl W
Final Rites For Mrs.
Ave , 111array: Master Terry D. aategares setup by W90
In the Arts and Crane contest,
Alta Clark Today
Wcrtman, 606 Ms Drive, 1birrity:
Mrs. Ray Sumatra woad carving
gem Vert& Jean Ovestaat.
Ann not Mare. and Mn. Ross
Pined Mee lar Mrs Alta Clark are 1. Ducheren. Tenn; WM Z.
IdeOlotn's knitted dress won 2nd
being held today at two p m et the Routs I, Marne% lbw Ida
Mt Pleasant Methodist Church with Jeckana Route 1, A. Homer yInce. Dr. June Smith alto had
a kilted dress entered In the runLo Charlie Sweatt officiating. H Phelps, NM M.-Vi.
Dural will be in the church cemeMaster ti .•:.)r) Boren.
Reports on the events of the
tery.
Deder.
convention ware Oven by Mrs.
Pallbeemes are Oaken and ClifDismisaia. April 311, 1967
ford White Hutch and Opener OsKit A. Pace 1107 Oliva Murray; McKenzie. hers. Keller, and Mrs
born. 011ie Stubblefield, and Ralph baa Pannea Canoed, 117 Wells Richardson
Mrs Don Hunter, finance chairClark
1.blEtt.l. Initial% Ms BonnM
Mrs Clark age V. died Sunday &se Lee. 509 V.ne, Murray. Mrs. men, reported that the Home 'Ibur
at the Murray-Calloway CR:RIMY Gela 1211a, 1316 Poplar Street, was end attended and very sucItrapital Survivors are a daughter. Murria, Mr, Jamie Stserwood cumb.*
Ms, George Hart. gave a WW1
Mrs Lawton Burton. a son. Car- and beby set Mahan Apts 1,
ton Clark. one granddaughter. Mrs Murray. Mrs Donna Sect and enticement report on the Ian
Jae Pat James. and one great grand- babe ON. 1101 College amt. nary peintion which a being aided
son
Murray; Mrs. Osta Ann Roberts, and supported by members af the
Marianes Club
The Miller Funeral Horne of Ha- 1464 (3alloway, Murray
The final general meeting of the
zel IS in charge of al, arrangeclub year well be a dinner Meetmen,.
ing on May lath at 6 pin All
mesnbers are unted to attend.
Rosen/iv-inns must be in fee MAY
13th Deka. Alpha and lank Departments snit be ticotensmfor
anatteetell Frets, Page Onei
•here is no consiwo ground on testa meeting
stac`i these pecpn. can meet The
Art Guild wag daegned for dile
purpose. she add. limy people
icP to point, she sonthread awl
,ey have varetng degrees of IA.
but they paint prenanly for
ler own enjoyment ft is be- ed Mat ellth a group painting
rether, a mutually advantageous
voltam, of alias wM Oahe place.
The people of Murray and
nny Cowley are invited to the

STRAW HATS

TUESDAY — MAY 2, 1967

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NONE HURT . . .

Ted Howard . . .

pot has a purpilth bloom on it.

Mrs. Oiek's Peonies are in
bloom out on ln Street.

&

